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ASSASSINATION: PERE TSS ip 
The Missing Link Ur gee 6! 

Of all the loose ends in the John-F, 
Kennedy murder case, few have so fg 
cinated the conspiracy — theorists 
single mystery within a mystery 
became of the photos and X-rays of the, 
{JF K-antopsy?-Those~ pictures, so- doubt, 
fers argued, might well knock the heart. 

fout of the Warren commission's case, 

against Lee Harvey Oswald as the long, 

assassin—and the inevitable allegatioy 
was that they had been “suppressed” fof s 
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4Single- bullet theory: Conese nen of Oswald *s double bh shits 

precisely that reason. Fanciful? Perhaps! 
; But official Washington could only offer 
{the vaguest rejoinder—until last week, 
;when, three years after the fact, “the. 

65. X-rays, color slides and black- ne - 

white negatives were at last delveea: 
to the National Archives. If the pitas 
still remained off limits to all but Fed-' 
eral investigators for the next five years,” 

Hthe mystery within a mystery at least, 
was solved: the pictures, in effect if not 
in fact, had been in the possession of 
the Kennedy family all along. 

What made them important was chee 
potential value in settling a pivotal poin} r 
of the investigation: whether or nota 

single bullet ripped through Kennedy's" i 
and inflicted multiple wounds OB, 
Gov. John Connally. Films of: ‘the ‘ 

as 

nation indicated the two m 
| were hit no more than 1.8 seconds apart? 
—too fast for anyone to rip off two shots” 
with Oswald's obsolescent Italian rifle” 

flE the two men were hit by separat 
(bullets, the almost. _ inescapable, egrtehi: 

sio 

Lnvalved. But the commission came up 
with the one-rifleman, one-bullet theory, 

gin doing so, it relied on the official au t 
‘tapsy report, the testimony of the doc- 
jtors who performed it at Bethesda”, 
1(Md.) Naval Hospital, a series of tet 

jeonstructions posing agents as Kenn 

and Connally and some artists’ concep-. 3 
,tions of the path of the bullet throug i 
“JFK's neck. Assured by the doctors that = 
The actual autopsy pictures—pinpointin, 2] 
‘the exact location of the wounds ie 
taveren't necessary, no commission meme, i 

- bers demanded to see them. 
Dark Surmise: Only this year did ge 

pictures become a serious issue—notably 
ywith the publication of Harvard grady; 4 
yate student Edward Jay Epstein’s “In 
(quest,” a critical study of the commission 
inquiry. Epstein argued that the govern-* 
ment’s own evidence—including a rough’ 4 
autopsy drawing and photos of JEK's., 
coat ang skitt- spliced tia of Sve 

ae fe and hes = 19q0 ‘Mga kad 
State President ow ive hae Trak 

at ia: n Bi have exited 
z caused all of Connally’s wounds. And Mg 

in the archives, he found two FBI sey, 

ports that said the bullet actually had, 

, lodged in Kennedy's back and had ap 

"parently dropped out without passing, 

‘through the body. Epstein’s dark spr54 

mise: the official autopsy report may, 

_ have been rigged to sustain the single: 

“assassin theory. Plainly, the substantive, 

_Boints could be settled only by the, 

“autopsy pictures—and the pictures, aS 

= commission staffers vaguely noted, “es 

Ponavailable.” nef 
..As it turned out, Bethesda had gi 

The pictures to the Secret Service; they 

‘Secret Service, by one inside Mee, 

neh ig i i” 
public “view in 
mission record—as a matter of taste, For 

neagly. thregeyears, neither’ the commis- 

sion nor ype them., 

Only IY TAAT with the 

drumfire 6ffdoubt mounting in the U.S., 

did the Justice Department broach the 

subject to Sen. Robert F. Kennedy—a 

man still so deeply scarred that not 

even intimates will raise the subject of 

the assassination with him. Kennedy 

turned over negotiations to his old Jus- 

tice Department colleague, Burke Mar- 

_shall- now general, counsel for, IBM and 
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for the exeedtars' be PRIS EURE.? 
mage org _version-was that-stheg-Kenss - 
‘nedys had simply delivered ‘the pictures” 
in time for the Nov. 2 statutory de: 
line for the U.S. to take title to all evi-eg 
dence in the case. But the delicacy o 
:the negotiations was made plain by thats 
“terms the Kennedys set on the grant. > 

Those terms specified that only Fed 
eral investigators could look at the pie” 
tures during the next five years—a span 
chosen, said Marshall, “on the grounds, 
that by that time there will not be a lal 
of people making money out of the 
assassination.” Even after that, Marshall 
will screen applicants and grant access’ 
nly to “recognized experts—so long asi 

‘Gus intent is serious and not sensac= 
tional.” Those restrictions will stand fae 
the lifetime not only of Kennedy's 
widow, parents, brothers and sisters but® 
Garoline and John Jr. as‘ well—a provis 
likely to foreclose the pictures to public 
view into the 21st century. 

<. The Doctors: They were examined y 
last week by two of the autopsy doct 
who insisted that the pictures only coy 
firmed what they had originally told the 
gpmnmission. But the family’s Feds-onlys 

» would also permit an independent 
faview by a Congressional committee. 

Neither was likely to suit the doubters 
New York lawyer Mark Lane, the best- 
known of the skeptics, threatened to file 
a taxpayer's suit to break the restrictions 
ort outside scrutiny of the pictures. And: 
even some cooler heads thought an ina 
‘dependent check was in order; one 
commission staffer, indeed, suggestedy 
showing the pictures to an ad hoc bluesr 
ribbon panel. oe 

But there were some powerful coun- 
tervailing voices. Lyndon Baines John- 
son, for one, thought it was enough that 
the evidence was available to any offi- 
cial body: “,.. I think that every Ameri- 
can can understand the reasons why. we 
wouldn't want to have ... everything 
pataded out in every sewing circle in 
the country to be exploited and used 
without serving any good or official pur- 
pose.” And there was an improbable 
se¢tond from none other than Edward 
Jay Epstein, who had helped raise the 
great photo mystery in the first place. 
The restrictions, said Epstein, sounded 
Rid reasonable” to him—and he 
thought the possibility of a second as- 

issin would, thanks to the pictures,’ 
“probably be redu tan vil.” 
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